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About This Game

Red had grown, she understood what happened, why he always mentioned those words although she couldn't stand watching and
being overwhelmed by the old memories all the time. Now that he's dead, it doesn't have to be so anymore...

Dear Red is a game based on two choices: Truth or Lie. Each of your choices will lead to a different result. In the game, you are
Red, a girl with a plan to look for her mother's murderer to end his life. You have planned this for a long time, but nothing goes

as expected when you're facing the one whose neck you long to stab day and night.

There are 16 - 17 endings, and some of them are short, some are long. The playtime will be longer or not, it all depends on you
and your choices.

[Extended Version]
- Endings changed
- Graphics changed

- Bonus content (Digital artbook included)
- Gameplay changes
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Not the typical style of game I play, however, I was having loads of fun! Lots of weapon choices, easy to get into! If you like
shooting things, and having a group effort this is the game for you! Totally worth it!. GREAT CAMPAIGN!!!!. Average game
where the achievements don't even work. The devs have made no attempts to fix them for months yet they focus on other
games. DO NOT BUY.. The only DLC for Pac-Man Museum comes with a high price tag ($5.49 CDN) and little to offer.
This DLC should of been part of the original package.
This DLC does NOT add any achievements or stickers, just a global Leaderboard for the game.
One of the main issues I have with this DLC is the extra loud and super annoying "woo woo woo woo" sound that constantly
plays. This sound effect is so bad and loud that it makes me not want to play!
It's far worse than the regular Pac-Man on the game, and it just might be worse than the original arcade version.
Wait for a sale.. I enjoyed Party Hard, but this game is not pulling me in. It's dull, the music blows, the interactions make no
sense and the tycoon part of it is a good concept but just poorly executed.. Despite the overly-simple point-and-click gameplay,
I'm surprised at how nice this actually is with its also simple plot and mechanics.. it sure does run on my computer, game is
platformies and you jump and collenct coin but for maybe no reason?. Great Look of Truck, Developers have amazing work..
Change of the description after the release of their new DLC shows that they are just out for the cash and not for the
community.
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This game is based on DrugWars, that line alone got me excited and was the main reason I bought this thing in the first place.

Unfortunately it turns out that it's more or less DrugWar's very distant \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
cousin that share the family name because their grand grand parents once had a short, drunk and passionate adventure.

This game is just not worth even this price tag, the RNG is completely awful.

Day 1, visited a loan shark, called him bro got screwed over, game over

Day 1 again, visited the loan shark, called him sir, got some cash and bought my first drugs

Day 2, after visiting my first other location I get confronted by a cop

Straight up, no warning, nothing, just a cop in my face forcibly searching me for drugs

I try to run away trip over my own feet, he catches up and the fight starts, this is where it gets really good

You are equipped with fists that do 1-2 damage
The officer has a gun that does 10-20

So what could I do? I try to run away and trip over my feet, again and again and again this happened 5 goddamn times and then
it was another game over screen. Seriously? Suddenly you're too \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to
walk? How the hell do you trip over your own feet 5 times?

OK maybe I just had bad luck, so I decided to start the game again ,survived my first trip earned some cash, bought some stuff,
earned some more, and soon I was sitting on a glorious sum of $8500
Time to pay back that thug so I don't get my face blown off, go back to the starting zone, see some guys with baseball bats, run
away and drop like 90% of my cash.

And at this point I decided to uninstall and request a refund, this game has nothing to do with any sort of stratgy it's simply
seeing how long you can dodge the RNG bullet.. Almost a year since the last update = abandonware.. not worth the 8$ slow
moving. I got over it but was it worth it?. Reviving games are always a good things (Please stop killing off games!) so thanks
Suba Games saving yet another game from death.. I bought this because i read that it plays a lot like mega man.
Yes it does.
16 levels of pure platforming bliss.

Only thing i dislike about the game is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 achievements.. Not Recommended.
AirLand Battles is pretty much using the same formula as the original but adds a lot more to the gameplay; jets, decks and a lot
of factions/units. Great follow up to European Escalation but it's lacking scenarios like the previous had but overall pretty solid
game and excellent multiplayer.. I was attracted to this game by the artsy look and its soundtrack. Five minutes into the game it
is clear that the game play is sluggish and the animations lack lustre. Additionally, it is often difficult to determine where the
main character can walk on screen due to the low res' graphics. I could attempt to be charitable and say this game was aiming
for a minimalist approach to the RPG genre; however, I am forced to recant any charity on account of the choppy and confusing
dialogue. Had I been faced with the decision to buy this game again, I would not.. Very disappointed with the game, as it´s not a
good simulation of the theme at all. The reasons for conflict, particularly between the revolutionary states and the USA, are
basically all about religion and ideology, with no real structural causes such as control over oil, market access, grand strategic
balance of power issues etc.
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